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ABSTRACT

On many campuses, offices of International Student Affairs address the perceived needs of international students. However, a number of underlying assumptions and persistent metaphors shape these efforts and influence their outcomes. All students are uniquely different and face equally different challenges in adjusting to higher education. Labeling students “international” may make institutional sense, but it can potentially hinder their transition, adjustment, and ultimate success. Applying restrictive labels can perpetuate stereotypes, reinforce institutional silos, and potentially fracture international students from the rest of the student body. This article reflects on how students—irrespective of national origins—are viewed and assisted in a transnational setting that includes more than 70% of students who might, in other contexts, be classified as “international.”
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A key issue at many institutions of higher education is the adjustment and success of their international students. It is well recognized that inbound educational migrants often confront challenges in adjusting to their new country and its educational system, and that they may face problems in integrating with the domestic student body (Gebhard, 2012; Vasilopoulos, 2016). Although some college administrations and faculties provide well-intentioned assistance, the adjustment experience of many international
students indicates that significant barriers and difficulties still exist. Of course all adjustments can be complex and difficult, but it is suggested that part of the difficulty faced by international students lies in how their colleges perceive them and respond to them based on those perceptions (Roberston, Line, Jones, & Thomas, 2000).

This practitioner-based reflection starts with an exploration of two metaphors that are central to the problem. However, at the outset, it might be helpful to clarify several issues: (a) although conceptual metaphors may seem like rhetorical flourishes, they have the power to shape “the way we think, what we experience, and what we do every day” (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980, p. 3); and (b) when metaphors are recognized and taken seriously, they have “the ability rearrange the furniture of the mind” (Kittay, 1995). This reflection considers two troubling metaphors and attempts to rearrange the mental furniture that we might have accumulated about international students, their adjustment, and their success.

**LABEL METAPHORS: AUTHENTIC IDENTITY AND STEREOTYPE**

We may not literally attach labels, but we do metaphorically label the world around us. Labels allow us to recognize, categorize, and make sense of what might otherwise be a confusing and disorientating world. Labeling is an active and intuitive process—a reflexive sense-making heuristic—that provides utility, but it also creates and perpetuates stereotypes that can blind us and negatively impact those who are labeled. There is ample evidence from labeling theory, attribution theory, and intuitive judgment research to indicate that labels—when differentially applied and reinforced through usage—significantly shape our perceptions of others, change our behavior towards them, and impact their self-identities and self-definitions (Heckert & Heckert, 2010; Kahneman, 2002; Malle, 2011).

Labeling does not automatically impose an identity, but it does provide a starting point when we try to make sense of the other. It also provides a less than helpful starting place for those others when they begin to consider their own identities, generate self-narratives, and negotiate a discourse of identity (Haugh, 2008). In this reflection, it is argued that to be labeled an “international student” is to be identified as something different and distinct from a “domestic” student. Thus labeled, international students are casually relegated to a homogenous group in ways that might be
institutionally helpful, but which promote stereotypes, obscure diversity, and contribute to a slow erosion of individual selfhood (Scudamore, 2013).

All students have individual needs and face unique challenges when they enter college. For example, in U.S. higher education, more than 30% of all first- and second-year domestic students enroll in remedial courses to address specific learning and academic problems (Chen & Simone, 2016). Many students—domestic and international—are challenged by the culture of their institution, by the dynamics of the learning process, and their inability to communicate effectively. Further, most students—if not all students—would welcome richer educational experiences and greater exposure to different perspectives in the classroom and on campus. But how can that richness and diversity materialize if those who are the most likely to provide it feel separated and segregated by the “international” label? How can those students contribute to the social and cultural richness of the institution if they sense that they are classed as different and that the most prudent response to that difference is social silence or invisibility?

SILO METAPHORS: PART-OBJECTS AND INSTITUTIONAL MYOPIA

Grain silos are storage towers that hold one type of grain and segregate it from others—they isolate the particular, prevent mixing, and function to conserve separate identities. Clearly, silos provide a rich set of attributes that can be metaphorically mapped onto seemingly unrelated situations, behaviors, and states of mind. In particular, silo metaphors have been used to describe the way in which some organizational participants come to perceive themselves as separated from the broader organization, consider themselves isolated from its central mission, and—often unintentionally and quite unconsciously—start to treat others as what some have termed “disconnected part-objects” (Cilliers & Greyvenstein, 2012).

At the individual level, silos produce a mindset that is so exclusively focused on the particular that individuals gradually become unaware—and often quite unconcerned—about the relationship between that specific element and the larger organizational picture. Silos, and those who occupy them, create barriers to the comprehensive operational integration, information sharing, and regenerative creativity that are needed throughout the whole organization. Once erected, silos have a remarkable ability to persist at all levels—cultural, cognitive, and behavioral (Willcock, 2014).
Most colleges and universities are organized functionally and have limited structural features that allow for the development of departmental cross-linkage or administrative integration. As such, it seems natural that, once a college labels a part of its student population “international,” it will then create a functional unit to deal with this designated sector—International Student Affairs. These organizational units address the issues that are perceived as relevant for the adjustment, transition, and success of those labeled “internationals” (Lillyman & Bennett, 2014; Long, 2012; Manning, Kinzie, & Schuh, 2014; Schuh, Jones, & Harper, 2011). Offices of International Student Affairs can be seen as performing a very useful function, but all too easily—incrementally and unwittingly—they can also become isolated silos with unnecessarily restricted remits, overly focused objectives, and behaviors continuously reinforced by pragmatism and myopia about international students.

WHERE INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS ARE SIMPLY STUDENTS

As an educator practicing in international settings, I have been concerned about the impact of stereotypical labeling and restrictive silos on student outcomes. My initial concern was that the conceptual metaphors of labels and silos become reified and start to impose limits on how we understand international students and on how we work with them. My deeper concern is that the well-intentioned classification of students as international—and the equally well-intentioned efforts of International Student Affairs—are essentially counterproductive and often inhibit the adjustment, integration, and academic success of the students involved. Since these concerns are shaped by my own experiences, it might be useful to provide some context.

I supervise students researching and writing their undergraduate dissertations at an International Program of an accredited American college. The college has established an educational alliance with a private university in Prague, the Czech Republic. The college determines curriculum, monitors the delivery of educational experiences, and maintains an on-site presence to ensure academic quality control. At first glance, this might seem to be a classic example of transnational education, an arrangement through which students who are citizens of one country enroll in—and subsequently receive academic credits and qualifications from—a higher education institution located in a different country (O’Mahony, 2014; Ziguras & McBurnie, 2015). However, the situation and dynamics are more complex.
In most transnational education settings, the majority of enrolled students are from the local country. In Prague, the situation is different. The college has a stellar reputation for educational excellence and for graduate placement and success. This well-deserved reputation attracts highly qualified applicants not only from the Czech Republic, but also from many neighboring Central and Eastern European countries, Russia, and the Asian republics of the former USSR. Consequently, although Czech students form the single largest national group on campus, they only constitute 28% of the undergraduate population. The campus has exceptional national diversity, with 2016 statistics showing that our 550 students come from no less than sixty different countries.

This truly remarkable degree of national representation gives the campus an exceptionally rich, vibrant, and exciting mix of cultures and languages. Our campus is the epitome of an international academic community; indeed, the adjective “international” seems insipid, redundant, and quite irrelevant. In a very real sense, we have no international students. Every student is simply recognized as a student, and every student—irrespective of ethnic or national culture heritage—is regarded as an equally privileged member of our learning community.

Given this context, we also have no International Students Affairs office on campus. Student advisement, educational guidance, learning assistance, and appropriate remediation are provided for all students based on individual need, not on place of origin. We recognize every student as a unique individual and provide services and assistance for him/her as a person, not as a representative of a domestic or foreign group. In our institutional lexicon, there is neither room nor reason for words such as domestic, native-born, foreign, or international.

Indeed, in my conversations with students they rarely self-identify as international; instead, they understand themselves to be students in an international setting. If they have issues with their English language skills, they sign up for workshops in which they may sit beside native English-speakers—the focus is on a shared problem, not on a different place of origin. In fact, on our campus the only international label is attached to a department that deals with visa requirements and European educational transfer opportunities (Erasmus).

This situation may be exceptional, but it is what we have created and it is what we and our students experience. It suggests alternative ways of thinking about nationally migrant students, about how they might be helped to adjust, and about how they might be assisted to succeed. By
labeling individuals as international, we might inadvertently be setting them up to experience the anticipated difficulties common to “international students.” By labeling them, they might be seen—and might come to see themselves—as different in ways that are as false as they are unhelpful. By focusing too much on presumed difference, we might be neglecting the commonalities that all students share, no matter from where they come.

By automatically applying international labels, we might be segregating and unwittingly placing obstacles in paths to success. And by delegating the responsibility of inbound students to the silos of International Student Affairs, we might be distancing them and pushing them away from the broader academic community to which they rightly belong. This is not to claim that International Student Affairs has no place on campus. Rather, it is to suggest that it might be more useful to integrate their services into other student support systems, to absorb some of their specialist functions into more general programs and initiatives, and to deliberately reduce the perceived institutional boundaries that separate visiting students from their domestically-based peers.

Unfortunately, in many institutions of higher education in the United States, it is all too common for international students to be in demand primarily because they provide a source of higher tuition: international students have spawned an industry. Colleges need to be more mindful of the value of inbound migrant students, because these students bring more than money—they bring a richness of creative diversity and a wealth of much-needed cultural capital. Colleges also need to be more appreciative of the social and cultural wealth associated with these students and of how that wealth can contribute to “the development of… equality and diversity awareness, knowledge and skill within students and staff that can lead to cultural and societal change” (Hanesworth, 2016, p. 2).

Deeper insights into diversity, national culture, and international difference—all perspectives increasingly prized by academic institutions and needed by their graduates—can only come about if inbound migrant students are regarded as true partners (Hudzik, 2015). Critically, higher education needs to realize that “culturally inclusive pedagogies shift responsibility for inclusion from the learner to the educational institution” (Blasco, 2015, p. 86). Incoming educational migrants are valuable institutional resources, not administrative challenges. They need to be accepted as valuable agents of change, not as marginalized objects to change. They need to be acknowledged as students who are an integral...
component of the academy, not labeled as international students who are in some way separate, exceptional, or problematically different.

In looking forward, it might be helpful to remember, “the living metaphor starts dying once it begins to live within language” (Billig & MacMillan, 2005, p. 461). Perhaps, in time, the metaphoric labels pinned onto our international students might become less restrictive and increasingly irrelevant. To create more vibrant campuses, in which all students can grow and learn, we need to accept incoming students—who are often mentally courageous, motivated, and adventurous—as peers and fellow students, not as differentiated internationals.

To allow all students to grow—irrespective of their cultural and national origins—we need to reconfigure the dedicated silos designed to serve only those who are perceived as different, or who are considered temporary sojourners on our campuses. And to bring about richer, more stimulating, and more inclusive communities of learning we need to provide appropriate care and assistance—not circumscribed by place of birth or predicated on perceptions of difference—to all who wish to advance, integrate, and succeed in those communities.
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